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a note from the Editor
This project came together through the efforts of graduate students across a variety of disciplines,
who were looking for a middle ground between scholarly “discourse” and the less formal writing that
makes up most of our actual dialogue, even about academic-y things. While this first issue, in its static
form, is a conventional collection of poetry and prose, Woodward Review is designed to be that happy
medium, a space we’re calling conversation. Because our editors reject the traditional trajectory from
artistic “material” to the critical “work” it inspires, we want readers and contributors to approach
everything we ever publish like a free-form ekphrastic prompt, inviting your study in any tenor, genre,
or medium you can imagine.
Have you approached, yet? Good. Now start concocting ways for book reviews to inspire poetry,
when those book reviews were written as short stories, themselves navigating the universes of
expansive collages, the kind pasted together with rubber cement, where you can still sort of see the
glint of the adhesive, glowing at the seams. While that’s all ambition, for now, we’re starting with the
belief that there’s so much more to say when the creative and the critical are free to respond in any
direction, to themselves and each other.
Or, more simply put, between our free submission windows in Spring and Fall, the Submittable page
will be open for “reviews & responses” to the contents of recent issues, including earlier reviews &
responses and other selected works from our contributors. In turn, these submissions will help shape
the following issue—we’re especially interested in seeing work from writers whose obsessions are
unfamiliar, whose areas of expertise we don’t (yet) understand.
We want to see where this goes. We hope you do, too.

Miriam Saperstein, Digital Editorial Assistant

On Using What We Have and Making Something Cool
You might notice the layout of this website looks different than many other online literary
magazines. It’s a bit clunky, and you download PDFs instead of reading the content directly on a
webpage. Why is this?
Well, the system we used to publish this issue is designed to host Open Access academic journals.
That system, called Digital Commons, was built to make it easy to create and share those academic
articles freely with readers and to preserve the articles in a digital environment. Digital technologies
change rapidly, and this system is built with longevity and adaptability in mind.
While Digital Commons was created to be accessible to library publishers long-term, it was recently
bought by the commercial publisher Elsevier. Will Elsevier raise the price of this service beyond the
constraints of a library budget? Will library workers create a new Open Access publishing platform
that Wayne State Libraries will adopt instead? None of these systems are a sure thing, but library
publishing is about trying to balance the unknown with the need for free, accessible information.
And for now, Digital Commons is one of the tools at the Wayne State Libraries’ Digital Publishing
team’s disposal.
So, it’s not the prettiest nor the most customizable website. But mostly, the journals which we work
with at the Wayne State Libraries match up with the Digital Commons format in a straightforward
way. There is a box for an abstract— each article has an abstract. There is a space to insert a PDF of
the final article— there is a final article.
When the editors of The Woodward Review approached the Digital Publishing team with the idea
of us publishing and hosting an online literary magazine, we knew the project would require
creativity, technical skill, and unconventional uses of our standard software.
Luckily, that’s what this team excels at. Over the course of this semester, digital publishers Joshua
Neds-Fox and Cheryl Ball taught me how to break, adapt, and push the boundaries of the systems
we have access to. With zero budget beyond the hours we are paid to work on this, we managed to
wrangle our available technology to support this ambitious creative endeavor.
What you see before you is a collaboration between many people, including those who created and
will maintain these technologies, the artists who created the content, the editors who helped shape it,
and the publishers who gave it a home in this small corner of the internet—hopefully a stable home,
and one which guests such as yourself can navigate with ease and enjoyment.
Welcome.
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Lucy Zhang

End Destination

Globe Skimmer dragonflies can fly across the entire Indian Ocean—of course, they can’t rely
exclusively on their body fat stores, the wind has to be on their side, Ba says. I don’t believe Ba.
Part of the reason is because it’s Ba and I have a daughterly duty to be skeptical of everything
he says. The other part of the reason is because 5 centimeters of dragonfly crossing 2,000
kilometers of open ocean seems absurd—I can’t even run to the playground and back without
feeling like my heart is being sucked out. Wind can only do so much. Dragonflies remind me
more of the stale toothpicks that’d snap between my teeth while trying to pry out threads of
beef drop flank and corn kernels, although Ba is convinced everything is built with purpose,
that’s how nature works: wing surfaces corrugated to counteract turbulence, broad hindwings
for gliding, special thoracic musculature to improve long distance flight. Then what are we built
for? I ask. Ba thinks for a moment before lecturing me for getting distracted. We are learning
about energy consumption and metabolic rates and body efficiency in school and Ba is trying
to prove dragonflies are biological engineering miracles. He goes on about active flight and
gliding flight as I scratch my fingernail against the table. My sister is supposed to be back soon.
The only reason why I’m still listening to Ba is to cover for her. She’s a rock climber with
fingers that could crack rocks, skilled enough to boulder in the wild with a crash pad and water
bottle. Ba thinks she lost her way because she spends more time browning under the sun than
thinking about her future—life is meaningless without family and kids, Ba tells us regularly.
Like Globe Skimmers are built to traverse oceans, women’s bodies are built to give. I look it up
later: 40% make the migration in the autumn, 15% in the spring. I wonder when she’s coming
back, how far she’s going.
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Lauren Camp

On the Recruiting of Secrets

The language of farther is the discipline
of self. Where I went, winter
could hardly stay still. The same streets drove
the mud-edge. The views wouldn’t focus.
In the kitchen
we were given to argot the flux
of our fleshiest quotes.
After all the to do lists, this was good
conversation. Hanging off
the porch with its sense
of renewal. I kept wanting to invite someone
to help me
keep track of the pastoral.
That tenderness
was terrifying, the view
for the famished: the same and unfamiliar.
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Hannah Dow

Strange Penance

Every house we lived in my mother gutted to the endoskeleton: tore down walls to make new
rooms, swapped in windows to trap the sun. Wrecked her knees laying tile. In the meantime, my
brother and I distanced ourselves outside, skipping pebbles, playing house beneath pine trees,
and sweeping dirt flat and smooth beneath our feet.
Once, I found the rotting carcass of a trout and wanted to know how it had died on land,
convinced myself I had killed it with a wayward stone. I wanted to give it a proper burial. My
mother said soil is mercy enough, the earth doesn’t need our help to carry—bones and all—its
creatures home.

Still, I wanted to scrape my fingernails into the backyard’s granitic soil, dig my knuckles raw
with the repetition. Pain, the only ritual I knew.

Dow
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My Mother Tries to Teach Me About Listening, or: Another Poem About Birds

I want to know the yellowthroat’s quick trill
as it ricochets off my window and the song
he passes on to his young. I want to learn
birdsong: how to identify a species from its call
and know whether, like a bird’s, a child’s voice
is a kind of aural fingerprint, unique in its demands
for Goldfish® or the swing-push that would
shatter the barrier between earth and heaven.
Before you first strained your ears toward
the sound of my breathing and mothered the night
into my lungs, before you memorized every
thorned and honeyed edge of my voice—
did you feel this way too? Will I ever listen
to a child’s voice and hear it
otherworldly? learn it well enough
to paint its spectrogram by heart?
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Sara Judy

Fontanelle

for Jahan

not the ruin, but the ivy
not the crumbling fence, but the flowering bush
not the salt, but the crystal
not the heat, but the sweat
not the moon, but the streetlamp, seen thru the trees
not the records on the wall, but the one missing
not the lines, but what’s left after
not the bird, but the beak
which, as we walk thru streets, runs somewhere
thru the fountain, not the endless,
but the never shut off
not the stream, but the hand covering the spigot
the mouth leaning in to drink
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Marchiano

Insomnia, Four Voices (excerpts)
1.
▫Like sounding brass and▫▫echoes▫
▫mechanical and explosive▫
▫I went▫———▫a multitude▫
▫deep into the heart of the country▫
▫blind▫▫to all▫
▫subject to all▫
▫half-covered by my▫▫madness▫
▫hungry▫▫for destruction▫
▫longing for freedom▫
~
▫He was
like a nondescript mountain tree
beside a blossoming cherry▫
———▫flowering and ripening,▫
▫so bent on becoming.▫
▫Agnes Grey, Anne Brontë▫
▫The Violence of Language, Jean-Jacques Lecercle▫
▫War is a Racket, Smedley Butler▫
▫The House on Mango Street, Sandra Cisneros▫
▫The Origin of the Species, Charles Darwin▫
▫The Red Army, I. Minz▫
▫A Textbook of Dialectical Materialism, David Guest▫
▫Marxism and Linguistics, Joseph Stalin▫
▫The War and the Urban Middle Strata, P. Vidal▫
▫Parable of the Sower, Octavia Butler▫
▫Moby-Dick, Herman Melville▫
▫History of American Socialisms, John Humphrey Noyes▫
▫Student Resistance: A History of the Unruly Subject, Mark Edelman Boren▫
▫Nazi Culture, George L. Mosse▫
▫The Tale of Genji, Murasaki Shikibu▫
▫The Silmarillion, J.R.R. Tolkien▫
▫Girl, Jamaica Kincaid▫

Marchiano
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5.
▫at least for Oklahoma▫▫you have to take what you can get▫

▫police▫
▫army officers▫
▫armed far-right groups▫
▫a great deal of beef▫
▫bison▫
▫deserted fields▫
▫foreclosed houses▫
▫People trapped in a cycle of debt▫
▫hard knocks▫
~
▫so much sun so
much light▫

▫Savage Art: a Biography of Jim Thompson, Robert Polito▫
▫A Little Life, Hanya Yanagihara▫
▫A Savage War of Peace: Algeria 1954-1962, Alistair Horne▫
▫The Society of the Spectacle, Guy Debord▫
▫The Jakarta Method, Vincent Bevins▫
▫What is to be Done?, Nikolai Chernyshevsky▫
▫Extinction: A Radical History, Ashley Dawson▫
▫Who Makes the Soup Should Eat It, Louis Auguste Blanqui▫
▫Rebel Cities, David Harvey▫
▫Carceral Capitalism, Jackie Wang▫
▫The Fall of Robespierre, Colin Jones▫
▫Life? or Theatre?, Charlotte Salomon▫
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Paul David Adkins

The US Department of Labor Conducts a Post-Rebellion Study, Titled—
The Detroit Riot of 1967: A Psychological, Social, and Economic Profile
of 500 Arrestees

Denise Levertov recalled an experiment the Pentagon conducted in 1957.
Scientists locked pigs in cages and wrapped them in aluminum, then detonated
a 37 kiloton device 690 feet above the animals to see what it would do to them.
She wrote, It hurts to burn, she wrote. She wrote, even a match
can make you scream.

And so, the men in suits and ties from Department of Labor
query the people in cages:
Kind of work you do.

Blue collar, 62%

Favorite Negro leader. Martin Luther King, 36.4%
Riots are a good thing. Affirmative, 17.1%
What caused this trouble.

Police action, 46%

Most inmates are eager
to answer.
73%

Earned $150 or less per week
48%

Previously arrested
No education beyond 8th grade

8.2%
21.4%

Unemployed

Some are headed to jail for years.
Most are eager to answer.
Some flames go unextinguished:
fire in cages, fire in cities.
The men beyond the glass walls nod,
grind their pencils to nubs.
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Jeffrey MacLachlan

Headlights & Snowflakes

Soviet safety poster, 1984

Viewing things too accurately
can be hazardous. My high
beams caparison a snowsquall in canary
lycra and prussian crystal. Halogens,
they say, we're prepared
for Olympic auditions,
and pirouette atop delicate toe
picks. Two swerving
kamaz drivers shield their pupils
from white elegance. Instead of tedious
accumulation, triple salchows
and skid spirals. We'll be the pride
of the satellites. The comrade
baroness. We pearl spin
like sickle-hammer
sparklers as kremlin's
snow globe smothers us
into extinguished positions.
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Vanesha Pravin

Nap-of-the-earth Flight

1.
In the situation room, we wait. Someone – the name now forgotten – hovers,
takes photographs later stamped Sensitive Compartmented Information.
If reason is our currency, how do we enter the executive order?
Not with the weight of papyrus, velum, or legal pads.
Nothing traceable back to detainee testimony, to meaningful data.
This is the whole-eye transplant, and the narrative is made ours.
2.
Of bodies – ours usher theirs, greening the sand and curing through night-scopes.
And, lo, a wind named us, and we delivered:
A bird, a hawk, Seals flown through night.
How low the mountains have shrunk, squatting into rubble-filled caves.
3.
You are not a witness. This is a dream. Dreams are cheap.
The bits have happened, but there’s no discernible proof.
Still you are in it, so commit, move against wind.
Blades cut through the oil of night: Team 6
rappels and gunfire in the courtyard, the boom of a breaching charge:
Live from the situation room, we’re in, we’re out. Rooster, it’s a nap-of-the-earth flight.
4.
Night stills, the hills flatten.
look the same.

The world is
starting to
How did you not know this?

5.
To hatch The New World within this world: There is an
imperative, born of “necessity” – to stabilize, to democratize –
talk full of fairy spores to neighbors picking up
frozen fish filets, installing new brake pads, bleaching the tub.
You are not helpless. Merely useless. Just like one of them,
swung in an orbit: Emptying the
compost, running the disposal, setting the alarm.

Pravin
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6.
What the witnesses report can’t happen,
perception requires management.

never happened –
Just like you can train yourself to lucid dream.

And in the evolution of management science, casualties

become simultaneously

unique and plentiful,

like Andromeda’s cornucopia of blue stars, red stars,

white stars, yellow stars

flickering at telescoped remove, mirroring the Milky Way.

7.
Another widow, another orphan, and only later were we told
the husband was reaching for an apricot.
He wore no suicide vest. How, afterwards, a Seal kneeled
before the man’s child, waving a yellow glow stick.
The boy stunned, the fluorescence illuminating the
gray folds of a Seal’s palm. How math conveniently grows
strange fuzz as I know gamers, too, in the glow of a
screen at a black site will be erased via number magic.
8.
Back to the dream of disclosure: A little electricity from the grid,
and the residents are boiling water. The satellite images
comparing before and after: a starry land dimmed to
dark sea, pockmarked by day, though night is a stretched
canvas where the palate turns bright. It is hot and the pillow
thin and the air smeared with zigzags of mopeds, street carts,
neon signs, resurrecting the streets one by one, lightening the
dark. There’s a breeze off the river and plates of grilled meats.
Out come the figs, the dates, the apricots then arranged.
Night after night, water holds the sun and then the moon.
9.
The morning after, newswires echo press briefings, then cover
a missing coed, a baby panda’s sneezing fit, the competitive
eating champ for chicken wings: Taste the glaze set to
the fog of sponsors – Bounty, The Quicker Thicker
Picker Upper flush with the chicken wing-inspired threads:
What are lactose-intolerant substitutes for Gorgonzola?
Is there enough Kosher salt, is there enough cayenne?

Pravin
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Some say enough: Sriracha is the new Tabasco. If hunger
is a sufficient reason, by all means eat your tongue.
10.
The reporters with loans, deadlines, dependents. Reader,
rappel through the loops of Ls, scale barbed Ws,
defuse rigged Gs, block by block and into white space.
Omission has the widest of plains, the red herrings
flashing like the salmon of underground streams.
Catch them and repeat: I am in control of this dream.
11.
You don’t even know what to do with one good dream.
It might be your dream, but you never retain jurisdiction beyond the night.
Drink that glass of water and go back to bed.
Tomorrow is a workday and the commute is long.
Drawers of litigation folders to be color-coded and new cells to
enter on the spreadsheet and yellow Post-its to overnight for the CFO,
irritated by your criminal offense of last ordering them in tropical colors.
The spindle in the dishwasher is broken and it’s time to
schedule that colonoscopy. Also, something is very wrong with
the dog. He runs away from you, stops, looks back at you like he’s
now all-too human and needs to fight. Do not engage him in
his rabid state, which has been amplified by your
obsession with leaked footage.

12.
One official story speaks of strong winds sparking fires,
another of migrating dunes,
still one more of what felt like the sun
hollowing the hospital with a white flare.
The dates shaken, the fronds with thorns.
Ghosts peeled off gurneys and shepherded through alleys.
All carnivorous appetite yet no mouth, captive and febrile.
The stories breaking and breaking.
A reader infiltrates the afterlife.
A reader is a lone agent, undercover.

Pravin
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“Heat Dome” — Judith Skillman
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Prince Bush

Allotropes

The moon rolls down the street.
The wind threw it. It chokes cars
and threatens people
on the sidewalk. It shrinks
in the river the moon
through earth tides controls
in space. Someone grabbed the moon
and pulled it out of the river
3,000 years ago, today too,
global warming was there
celebrating fall
oil and coal
and winter and summer and spring,
not necessarily celebrating,
but working.
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Susan L. Lin

The Shrouded Parent at Midnight

1
Mother once said I was born bald, but she couldn’t find the pictures to prove it. “Appreciate that
full head of hair now,” she said, and rapped her knuckles against the wooden tabletop, “because one
day, those strands will fall right out again.”
I nearly bawled. Sister and I learned many things from mother: how to read an analog clock, how to
listen in rapt attention to any wild story, how to hoard candy wrappers and leave them lying around
the house.
I discovered some balled up in the medicine cabinet, but most she pressed flat between the pages of
a clothbound dictionary. Sometimes I wondered if those shiny foil squares missed the days their
bodies wrapped neatly around nuggets of chocolate, or if they enjoyed the lazy daze of retirement.

2
Someone did snap a photo at the hospital after my birth—a Polaroid that clearly shows me, never
bald. In it, father wore what looks like a blue shower cap as his raised fist rapped against the open
air.
Cradled in mother’s arms, a baby bawled. Sister and I watched, rapt, as mother started collecting
precious hours of sleep in the drawer of her bedside table.
She balled them up, winding the long tails around themselves until the globes fit perfectly in the
basin of her cupped hand. Every night, she deposited the unused ZZZ on our pillows like wrapped
gifts.

Lin
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3
Before long, bald patches began appearing on mother’s scalp. I rapped my knuckles against every
wooden surface, but deep down I knew superstition wouldn’t save us.
In the safety of my bedroom, I bawled and bawled. When I tried to stockpile sleep the way she had,
I discovered the hours rolled right out of my rapt palm.
I was too ashamed to ask her how she balled them into spheres that behaved more like cubes. She
was too ashamed to tell me how she’d pilfered all the wrapped chocolate from my Halloween
bucket.

4
The Polaroid is blurry, so maybe I was once bald after all, and I’m realizing now the blue shower cap
thing was probably just father’s hair. I asked him once whether he had ever dyed his hair, and also,
why was he making that strange gesture to the cameraman, but instead of answering rapped lyrics
of a song yet to be written.

Lin
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“Bad Apple II” — Judith Skillman

20

Cavar

IN WHICH TIME DEMANDS ITS SHIT BACK

I am in the passenger seat
Of the white old car
Of the best friend I once loved
And still, on occasion
Bump foreheads
And we are driving, or rather, they are driving
Home, or rather, their home, and first,
Wendy’s, which also counts,
Doing sixty-five in a sixty-five and belting
To the aughts we did not share with
Each other, or anyone,
But razors and holes and insects
In the walls and the greenbrown creep
of mold amidst the shower-spouts
And as potential breakup song arrives
They turn to me, and I am screaming
Like a little girl and I am saying “all it takes
To make me apeshit is some aly and aj!”
And they say “Sarah,” my private name,
my little-girl name, “Sarah,” they say,
“You know I go apeshit for so much less”
But see, I am already singing
Along more loudly than I have sung in years
Since the voice outgrew
My diaphragm. Did you get that?!
Let me repeat that!
I want my shit back!
And recall I spent the lyrics
Hating slim and straightHaired girls for calling me
The dyke I was, in many words and many
Sidelong glances, euphemized
And I urned to a lover
who is also my friend,
A bluelit flame, uncensoring
The driver’s seat,
And we are grown-ups in the together of wanting
our shit shit shit back

Cox
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Megan Cox

Three Confusing Interactions I Had with Men Today

I do not understand men. I hear lots of talk from men about how they do not understand women.
I also hear lots of talk from women about how simple men are to understand. I know one woman
who claims she knows everything there is to know about a man from the way he parts his hair.
How? I have known certain men for years, and have seen them through several different haircuts
with several different parts and I am still utterly confused by their every move.
It’s not all men who are confusing to me though. When I went to college in San Diego, I
was friends with a blue haired man who was the president of Ocean Lovers Club. He wore
cowboy boots daily, skateboarded everywhere, and would cry while watching RuPaul’s Drag Race.
He was certainly an interesting man, but he was not a confusing one. Furthermore, I once knew a
man who started his own male supremacy podcast about how Diva Cups are un-American or
whatever it is men talk about on those podcasts. He was an unfortunate man to know, but not a
confusing one either.
I understand the men who are so dissonant they’ve become sensitive. I understand the
men who are so insecure they’ve become combative. But I cannot understand those who fall
somewhere between the extremes. The men who are influenced by societal pressure, but not
completely spineless to the magnet of tradition. The most unpredictable entity is a man who is
reconciling his natural human emotions with the societal pressure to feel nothing. I do not
understand this man. I do not understand my dad. I do not understand my best friend. I do not
understand my coworker who spent forty minutes arguing with me that Interstellar was sadder
than Schindler’s List.
1. THE POPSICLE

Today, I saw a man eating a popsicle. It was fascinating. I cannot stop thinking about this man and
fantasizing about the circumstance which brought him to that moment. This man was walking
down the street alone— just a boy and his popsicle. He was mid-twenties and was wearing a rugby
jersey. He was notably tall and broad, and had the traditional but casual haircut of someone who

Cox
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feels obligated to assert his heterosexuality. He was walking down the streets of New York stiffly
and slowly, like if Clint Eastwood carried Bomb Pops instead of a pistol.
It was 28 degrees today. Public displays of ice cream are somewhat understandable in cold
weather, but popsicles should be exclusively reserved for hot days. Popsicles outside of
summertime feel vaguely threatening. Also, this man was alone! How did he acquire the popsicle?
Did someone hand him the popsicle (perhaps after rugby practice)? Or did he walk into a
midtown bodega with a sweet tooth and walked out with only a popsicle? His hands were empty
and he was not wearing a backpack, so I know it was not some impulse buy tacked on to a more
significant purchase—he went out of his way to buy a popsicle and only a popsicle.
This is all very inherently confusing, but it is not the most baffling part of the situation: the
man was biting the popsicle. He was not licking the popsicle or slurping it like you might expect.
He was biting it. The question “Why was this man eating a popsicle alone in the middle of
winter?” is utterly trite in comparison to the profoundly complex question “Why was this man
biting. a. popsicle?” The answer cannot merely be “because he wanted to,” because biting,

especially in cold weather like today, is not an enjoyable or even comfortable way to consume a
popsicle. But, nonetheless, here this man was, aggressively biting a popsicle as if to say “my
testosterone is so high that I am immune to brain freezes.”
I made eye contact with Mr. Popsicle and smiled. He did not smile back, but boldly held
my gaze as he took another bite of his popsicle. It felt like an assertion of his manliness. Like he
was warning me that my delicate, feminine teeth could not handle biting into such a stiff, cold
popsicle. He was reminding me that God gave women tongues solely to lick popsicles and give
blow jobs.
It was a monumentally perplexing experience. I have been wondering if biting popsicles is
a universally male trait, like doing pull ups on any load bearing bar you see in public. I tried
thinking back to past men in my life, but I can’t recall a single other time I have seen a man eat a
popsicle. Not even in the summertime.
2. THE TEXT FROM MY DAD

At 11:06 AM I received a message from my dad. He said, “FYI—” and attached a screenshot of a
text from a family friend telling him that her son committed suicide (oof, I am just now realizing
that popsicles to suicide may be an unforgivably harsh transition).
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I responded at 11:08, “Oh geez. He and his family are in my thoughts and heart,” and I
tagged on the emojis that felt the least inappropriate to include when responding to a text about a
child’s suicide (Heart emoji, sad face, etc.).
“Yep. Apparently, it was completely out of left field,” said my dad, “Talk about selfish.”
Talk about selfish...

I would love to write an eloquent dissertation here about the complicated intricacies
between mental health, equitable medical care, and notions of masculinity, but I am still too angry
about this text to write anything moderately coherent. So, instead, here is a list of things that
would have been better for my dad to text me than “Talk about selfish”:
●

- “I’ll pass on your regards. Love you, kiddo.”

●

- “Do you want to call?”

●

- “It’s very sad stuff. Makes me grateful for our family.”

●

- A string of the next least inappropriate emojis (Broken heart, crying face, etc.)

●

- “Just wanted to let you know. Reach out when you’re able.”

●

- A GIF of Winnie the Pooh hugging Piglet

●

- Literally anything else in the world

I didn’t respond to his text. I was too busy fighting off intrusive thoughts about my dad
standing over my own coffin telling everyone how selfish I was. At 4:31 PM, he texted me again. It
was a link to an article entitled “23 Small But Poignant Details In Quentin Tarantino Films That
We Never Noticed Before.” I wondered if this was a peace offering. If he knew he went too far
and this was a test to gauge how mad I was at him. Or maybe he just mindlessly saw the article,
thought of me, and sent it my way without a second thought of suicide, grief, or our conversation
before.
I’d bet it was the latter.
3. THE BIRTHDAY WISH

Today was my friend’s birthday. He has had a difficult month and told me he didn’t want to
celebrate. This put me in the uncomfortable position of determining how big of a deal I should
make his birthday without making things weird. Men are confusing, so I have to worry about these
types of things. With my female friends, I’m very good at telling when “I don’t want a party”
means “I don’t want to throw my own party, but you guys should” versus when it actually means
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“Seriously guys, I don’t want a party.” But when my male friend said, “I don’t want a party” and
opted to sulk alone in his room instead, I was at an absolute loss. I knew a big party would
genuinely compound his melancholia, but I also knew letting him binge watch Silicon Valley alone
all day would make him feel worse.
I didn’t want to overdo it, which is something I have a tendency to do. I didn’t want him
to be cringing at how much effort I put in. But I also wanted him to know that he is worthy of
effort.
I decided I’d just bake him a cake. It was important to me that the cake was homemade,
and wasn’t something I haphazardly picked up from a grocery store while I was walking past his
house. I decided a homemade cake would effectively straddle intentionality and casualness. I had
this plan locked in two weeks in advance, but I got insecure about it three days ago and awkwardly
blurted, “Would it be cool if I made you a birthday cake?” to my friend while we were sitting on
his couch watching a movie.
There was a long pause. Then, without looking away from the screen, he said, “I really like
Ben & Jerry’s ice cream.”
This complicated my plan. The easiest solution would be to buy him a couple pints of Ben
& Jerry’s but that’d be even more thoughtless than buying a store bought cake. Because at least the
cake was something I thought of myself, and not something he explicitly told me to buy him. The
whole point of the cake was the time and forethought it took to make it.
So this morning I got up early and made a tiny, tiny batch of cupcakes. Just enough for
him, me, and his two roommates. I pocketed a couple loose candles that had been rolling around
in my junk drawer for months. Then, I went to CVS and bought a pint of Chocolate Brownie
Fudge, which is the Ben & Jerry’s flavor I’ve seen him purchase most frequently.
I went to his house and hugged him and said surprise and said I know he just wanted ice
cream but it’s good luck to have a cake on your birthday just so you can have a candle to blow out.
My friend seemed genuinely touched, which made me happier than what is probably healthy. We
went down to his basement and put a candle in a cupcake and that cupcake on a napkin. His
roommate lit the candle with a BIC lighter that undoubtedly had never been used to light anything
but joints before this moment. Then we waited.
My friend softly closed his eyes and dragged his thumb back and forth on his chin. We
waited in this silence for a profoundly long time. We were waiting for him to make a wish. It took
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a long time because he was intentional about finding the perfect wish. He had to go through all the
options, consider all the alternatives, and choose a wish that was deservingly precious.
I do not know why this moment was so dear to me. Maybe it was because I had spent all
day trying to do something thoughtful for him without appearing excessively thoughtful. And now
I was in his presence, watching him unapologetically wish. Maybe it was because I have also
internalized notions that equate masculinity to stoicness. And my brain was struggling to reconcile
the image of my friend sweetly considering his birthday wish with the knowledge that he does not
own a bed frame sheerly out of principle.
Then, as gently as they closed, my friend’s eyes opened. His lips curled, his chest lifted, and
he blew out his candle.
I wonder what he wished for.
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Hannah Klemkow

soap poem

I hadn’t thought about it until the evening I was back at my mother’s house. Grandma
was quietly and happily dead and the hand soap in the bathroom smelled painfully of
geraniums. The smell was so strongly tied to the lobby of his apartment building I nearly
fainted and vowed immediately never to use the hand soap again so as to protect the
smell from being repainted in the image of this moment. As quickly as I had promised
never to smell the smell again I cupped my clean hands flush over my face and breathed
deeply as if practicing yoga or an exercise for quelling anxiety. I breathed in my hands
and let them fall, closing my eyes, and returned to the sink to wash them again.
and again
I remembered more each time until it peaked and by the end of it the smell
only invoked some vague longing, an orange floral hand soap label, and
a familiar porcelain sink. Anyway he was still dead and I would probably
never have the door code to that building with the lobby that smelled like
geraniums and even if I did the smell would probably be different and it
would be darker in there and he would not be there or be upstairs waiting
because he would be dead. After this I felt there was something I was
forgetting that I had meant to remember but I only saw an expanse of
clean, matte gray tiles with a black elevator at the end that only goes up.
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Alan Feldman

The Picnic

Nan, I wish that you and I and all our friends
were carried back to the past, say to our 30s,
so the lost ones—like Marty, and Linda, and Clif, and John—
would be alive again, and not amazed
or feeling grateful about it, but taking it for granted,
as we all did back then, when we had more immediate worries,
like career, or money, or little signs of maladjustment
in our kids, or if our spouses would put up with us
through all the coming decades. And we'd be beautiful
again without much thought about it, some of us
noting fine lines on our foreheads, on faces
that look gently used, but young.
And the proportion of the dream we once had of our future
would again be enormous compared to our past lives
which would be enormous too,
crowded with hikes and final exams
and ferry trips we once remembered,
and now cannot. And mostly we'd watch everyone hang out
while the kids would play in the yard or around our feet,
and now and then someone with a camera
might remember to take a picture, and we’d be in the background
behind the children, who were actually meant to be the subjects,
the photographer unaware how we were changing too,
and that someday someone would spot Marty
and think how dark and full his beard looked,
like a muzhik in a Tolstoy story,
or Susie when she was still nursing—
all of us in our prime, fully flowering,
caught in the middle of not thinking
much about ourselves. Clif reading to us
his funny columns railing at everything
that annoyed him, even lobsters—or, less funny,
complaining about how workmen were all dyslexic—
or John, with the twins, fussing with an airplane
he insisted could climb a kite string, or Marty praising
their kids’ private school . . . and none of them able
to read their fortunes, or understand how the empire
of their happiness could someday crumble.
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Nan, I wish that you and I and all our friends
could be there together again, even one afternoon
under trees whose shade was welcome, never ominous—
back when our quirks might seem annoying, not endearing
as they do now, if we can even remember.
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Joy Notoma

Grieve Not

The TV crew called the shop for two weeks about the t-shirt that Ola made and even though
Ola always picked up, they only wanted Uncle Reg who was never there. Reg was the owner but he
didn’t know anything about the shirt. He didn’t know how Ola had put her heart into every detail,
how many nights she spent sketching until the dead boy’s face worked its way into her dreams and
shook her awake until morning, how she never cared about another client before Deanna. She was
used to spray painting dead people onto tees, but ever since Deanna dropped off the pic of Kris to
use as a model, she knew there was something different about the boy. The geeky looking kid could
have been her little brother or a runt of a cousin that she loved to tease. He shouldn’t have been
dead. At first, she didn’t know how he died; it was against policy to ask the cause of death so they
never knew unless the client volunteered the info and Deanna hadn’t volunteered a thing.
Ola had seen the TV show before. It was about weird clothing trends and they were doing
an episode on spray painted tees: an inside look at the people who make the shirts with the dead
homie’s face or who roll out custom-mades of, say, Bob Marley, to make a buck outside a concert or
festival. When Reg finally took the call, Ola busied herself organizing the shop portfolio. The
tightness in her chest eased up when he put the call on speaker and she didn’t have to struggle so
much to listen through the office door. The producer went on like Reg needed convincing that spray
painting tees was an art when Reg had been spraying for decades before he rented the storefront and
went official. Then Reg’s raspy, old G voice said: yeah, for sure they could come through, and her
chest pulled into a fist again.
The shop was in a plaza like a hundred others between Jersey and the Bronx, but the crew
showed up at the beginning of Ola’s shift acting like they were entering a dark underworld they’d
discovered on behalf of the world at large. They carted in all their equipment, laid black tape on the
ground, and hung lights in the dark corners where Ola usually hid, propping poles with fuzzy duster
heads against walls which waited to pick up the whispers of the place that usually only Ola heard. It
was intrusive. They were all just pawns, Reg included, and Ola knew it from the moment they
arrived— from how they looked past her like she was a fleck of dust on the counter while discussing
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her tee to when they made her act like she was cleaning up on camera even though she’d worked all
night making the place spotless. The crew called the t-shirt remarkable and spun it around for half
an hour shooting different angles. They interviewed Reg in front of it. Ola was in the background
when they swung their cameras around for b-roll.
Reg rolled in two hours late rocking a brand new track suit, flexing like he wasn’t trying to
look fly. The other employee, Zik, came in even though it was his day off. Reg had opened the
business and hired Ola and Zik, who each worked four-hour shifts every day and alternated
Saturdays and Sundays to keep sane. He called them his lil’ crew, like they were walking ghosts of
the days when he and his boys haunted parked trains in the Bronx train yards— days that were
actually nights that started late and went to early morning, spraying in the dark and letting the sun
rise on letters only they could decipher scrawled across rusted trains that gleamed in brilliant green,
gold, yellow, red, orange, blue. Now his work was in galleries and he got featured in documentaries
on hip hop and street culture— things once underground, now elevated to public scrutiny. Ola
started hanging around him when she was twelve and he taught her how to paint. Her mom stopped
worrying when Reg pushed her to go to art school and promised her a job to help pay tuition. The
cash she made in the shop offset the debt. Spraying tees taught her line, color, space, and a steady
hand which she took to acrylic and canvas, her real passion. The shop even got tourists— one of the
few things they came to the Bronx for besides the zoo and the Yankees, and tourists didn’t keep
away locals who still called it the best place to memorialize a loved one or to get a batch made
before the Puerto Rican day parade.
They interviewed Deanna in her home the next day. She let them in and the producer came
right into her living room and said he was a hugger. She let him hug her. It was early, but Deanna
didn’t sleep well anymore anyway. She planned to clean up seeing that she’d be on camera and all,
but the day’d gone by and the urge never hit. She passed out at the kitchen table the night before
and woke up annoyed that the boy hadn’t washed the dishes, then caught sight of his empty chair as
a fresh pang grabbed her by the neck. Her blood should have stopped at the same time as his— she
swore it did— but there were traces of his out on the lawn always just steps from her feet because
she couldn’t make herself take a hose to wash it away. She couldn’t wrap her head around it. She
woke up each day, despite herself, blood flowing through her veins anyhow, anywhich way.
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She let them into the three-bedroom she used to be so proud of. She let them into the living
room where she’d brought him home from the hospital wrapped in her grandmother’s quilts and
whispered devotion into his soft sweet-smelling face, where he took his first steps over the same
beige carpet, where he declared his love of manga and legos in front of a tower as tall as him, and
followed her footsteps in Star Trek obsession and was never shamed to let folk know he was a
trekkie. She let them in because she and Kris watched it sometimes on weekends. Sometimes she
would put down her hand of Magic and go pull some old thing out of her closet that was in a style
they were featuring. Kris never could get over how his mama seemed to have all of it in her closet.
“See honey? We did alla that already! I should pawn all this stuff. Probably worth a lot,” Deanna
would chuckle to herself. They’d check out some detail on a butterfly collar blouse or a jumpsuit
with a matching scarf before getting back to the game, the show a soundtrack to the hours.
He wasn’t shot by police so the big name activists didn’t care and he wasn’t shot by anyone
white so there were no news stories or protests calling it hate, but that’s what it was. Hate spewed at
him from bullies almost every day since he started school had finally found its way to the spot on his
body that would topple him over the edge and from her forever. He stole his grandfather’s pistol
whose safe Deanna’s daddy always swore was locked, not realizing that Kris was brilliant enough to
crack a code on an old 1970s safe. He put the pistol to his chest where the pain hurt most, sitting
among different versions of letters he’d written to the bullies, cursing their futures. The bullying had
been going on since third grade. Deanna stayed on the school about it, but their efforts never
worked for long, so Deanna filled Kris’s head with mantras of self-love and never skimped on praise
and quality time to prove his worth. That helped enough for him to make a friend who ended up
betraying a trust— that Kris crushed on a girl who was out of his league. The friend spread Kris’s
secret wide enough to make Kris a target for the rest of middle school. By high school, he stopped
complaining about bullies, though Deanna was smart enough to figure they were still there, lurking
on the screens. But she calmed down her efforts believing the mantras had done the trick. He
seemed like he was growing into himself. Then the afternoon came when Deanna found him there
with her daddy’s pistol and she left her body, all of her blood merging into his, and she surprised
herself by waking up the next day and the day after. She found him on the floor in his bedroom and
dragged him out to the front lawn. She still doesn’t know why she did that. First, it seemed that it
was to call for help though he had no heartbeat. Then it seemed that it was to show whoever could
see that her beautiful boy was someplace she couldn’t reach and how crazy that was because she’d
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always known where he was and he was right there in her arms, looking at her. But when her parents
came and the police and the funeral home to take the body and a few reporters, she wailed, shouting
them all away. She would speak to no one. Her parents held her, let the coroner take her baby, and
managed the funeral. The funeral was the last public thing Deanna did before the show.
She let them in because she found the show entertaining, not sad, and she watched it with
Kris. She spent the whole day with the crew talking about Kris, for sure, but they also got to know
each other and laughed, even. It was the closest she had felt in a very long time to being herself. But
they ended up using her face, a still of her carrying the tee-shirt, on the cover art for the show’s
season. When anyone streamed the show online, they clicked an image of her. She didn’t know
where to start: She thought of calling to find out why of all the images from the season they had
chosen hers for the cover, as if she, a Black woman with a dead son, was a poster woman for grief.
To have the image of her holding his tee-shirt like she was nothing more than a tragedy— that
pissed her off. They had edited the episode to return again and again to the one time in the
afternoon when she’d dabbed her eye, she wasn’t even crying, to make it look like she’d wept. She’d
only talked about the tee: what it was like to first see her boy’s face large enough to cover one, how
wearing it lit up her day, though it reminded her he was gone (the acceptance was therapeutic. She
laughed when she said that, didn't she?), that no matter how soft or comfy it was, it was never him,
but how it sometimes did the trick for an hour or two and, one miraculous time, close to twenty
four. But in the end, the insult of it— to be known for the worst thing in her life— was almost
worse than the injury. She missed him every day. Sometimes the pain was like her entire body was
being set on fire and she would lay in bed and writhe in agony until she passed out from exhaustion
on sheets soaked in mucus and tears. But she would never let anyone know that. That’s not who she
was. The tragedy had happened to her and Kris was gone, but it didn’t define her. Instead of
contacting the documentary team and demanding they change the cover, she went to the shop and
demanded they take the replica of her shirt with Kris’s face from their display window. Ola was the
only person there.
The welcome bell stopped short when Deanna slammed the door. Ola looked up from her
phone and stood up straight. She remembered the first time she saw Deanna. She had come in with
none of the pretense of grief that Ola was used to. She didn’t shed a tear that Ola could see. Most
clients came in so dogged out by grief and rage that they took the artist’s skill for granted. They
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dropped off a photo of their loved one and accepted condolences and a promise for delivery at the
end of the week. When they showed up at the end of the seven days, sometimes the person’s eyes or
nose weren't rendered right, but they always paid the balance, took the shirts, and left. But Deanna
had auditioned Ola.
This your first shirt? - How long you been doing this? - Got any sketches I can see?

When Ola showed her the portfolio, Deanna demanded to see work that was only Ola’s.
Uh- uh. I know some of those pictures in there are from Reg. I want to see what you can do. You gonna be
the one doing the shirt, right?

Ola nodded and flipped through the book and showed Deanna three shirts she’d done.
The second one is the best. The eyes look funny on the first one and the neck looks off on the third one.
I’m going to need to see sketches before you put anything on a shirt. Can you do that?

After Deanna left, Ola had stared at the photo of Kris and tried to imagine how he died. He
didn’t look thug. She figured it was sickle cell or some childhood illness and pictured Deanna
standing at his hospital bed, holding his hand until his last breath. She stared into his eyes. Dark
brown, intelligent, deep, gentle. She started sketching, intending to draw his face but she drew
flowers, then trees, then a large panther. She didn’t draw his face until later that night when she was
sitting in the audience at an old church that the art school used for events. A sculptor was on stage, a
visiting professor whose course coincided with Ola’s shifts at the shop. Ola’s advisor had gotten on
her for not taking the course.
“I don’t see you taking risks here, Ola. I want to see you step out of your comfort zone, make some
sacrifices for your art.”
Ola reminded her that she needed funds for school. She had to work. Ola searched for her
advisor at the talk that night, wanting some acknowledgement, but the woman wasn’t there. Every
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time she scanned the crowd, she only saw other students who looked just as hungry to be seen as
she felt. The sculptor was a white woman whose work examined full-figured dark bodies. She said
her work subverted the white male gaze of classical sculpture. She used the word voluptuous a lot.
Ola noted how she spoke as if she was the first woman artist to combat patriarchal norms and how
she never mentioned any personal connection to the people she depicted. She worked in a bubble of
inspiration, unbothered by the outside world while claiming to confront it. The pretense was
exhausting. Every time Ola went to jot down a note, she found herself sketching. Almond,
ovalesque shapes came first. When they started coming in pairs, she realized they were eyes that
belonged to the boy from the photo. She kept going until he stared back at her, bodyless. She drew
Kris again and again until the auditorium filled with applause and emptied out around her.
She filled up two sketchbooks in two days with sketches of him, his clothes rendered in
bright acrylics. He was wearing an oversized red hoodie in the picture Deanna gave, standing in the
kitchen on an ordinary day, but someone, maybe Deanna, in a sentimental mood had snapped his
picture in perfect light. The sun shone through the window, a ray catching his high cheekbones,
making his eyes look radiant. That’s what Ola can’t capture. It’s a kind of light that won’t translate in
spray paint. She snaps a pic of the photo and gazes at it anytime she scrolls through her phone. Ola
paints the hoodie in green, then yellow, then orange. She puts him in front of the panther. She puts
him in front of a globe. She tries to give him wings to make him fly, but he ends up looking like a
jacked-up superhero.
Deanna liked them more than Ola expected. Instead of just one image, she wanted a
montage: Kris in front of the panther, Kris in front of the globe, and Kris wearing a pair of angel
wings, each image framed with a ring of stars. She imagined that at school they would have said the
montage underscored the subject’s complexity, but Deanna just loved seeing her son in different
settings. She’d gotten the smallest order— twelve to give to close family— and put one on right
there in the shop. Reg thought the shirt was good enough to put on display.
The first call from the TV crew came a month later. By the end of the year, the show came
out with Deanna’s face on the cover holding the tee. And now Ola was staring at Deanna, the sound
of the shop door slamming still echoing between them.
“You kidding me with that, right? You getting customers with that shirt?” She thumbed toward the
tee in the window.
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“Look, I totally understand.”
“No you don’t. Don’t say you understand.”
“I get what you mean, is what I’m trying to say. I wouldn’t want my son’s face up there either.”
“You have a son?”
“Me? No.”
“Any kids?”
“No.”
“Ok then you don’t get what I mean.”
“Got it. I’ll let Reg know.”
“You got any more of my shirts laying around? I paid for that, you know.”
“What’s in the window is just a mock-up. When you came here you signed away the rights to any
artistic images of your loved one.”
“I didn’t sign away anything about my son, you understand me?”
“I’m sorry. Kris meant a lot to me too. I saw the show.”
The bitterness in Deanna’s laugh burned Ola like it had come from her own mouth.
“Look sweetie. Kris didn’t mean a lot to you. You didn’t know him.”
The simplicity of the statement shrank Ola down to size. She wanted to prove her wrong.
“I have an idea I want to tell you about. It’s going to be a project just about Kris.” She wanted to
paint Kris on canvas from the jump. This was her chance.
“No, no, and no. No more projects. Just take down the shirt. That’s all I want.”
“I know Kris killed himself. If you let me paint him on canvas, I think he could mean a lot to
people.”
“He meant a lot to me.” Deanna’s voice was gruff.
“What?” Ola was losing her courage.
“Did I stutter? Take down the shirt.”
Deanna took it to her Pastor next. He said it was normal that the show chose to feature her broken
heart. It was a beautiful episode and the picture of her with the tee was touching. He even said she
should be thankful.
“Give your anger to the Lord. Let’s pray on it.”
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Deanna didn’t want to pray. She’d already given her son to God, now she was supposed to
give her anger away too? And the TV people took her image and the shop had taken and used
Kris’s. What would she have left when all the people had profited from her grief?
Ola wouldn’t let it go. She called, texted, and called again. The more Deanna ignored her the
more she insisted. Kris deserved more. Deanna was being selfish. If Deanna picked up the phone,
Ola would tell her about uplifting Black nerds and statistics about bullying she read online. She
wouldn’t leave a moment for her to say no. Deanna blocked her calls after two weeks. Ola did what
she had to do. She went back to Deanna’s file and snatched the photo of Kris she used for the tee.
The pic she had on her phone wasn’t good enough. She needed to hold the photo in her hand, keep
it with her.
“What you doing?” Zik asked when he came in for his shift.
“Grabbing something real quick,” Ola said.
“You mean stealing?”
“So, you’re supposed to care?”
“Nah. Not really. But for real, what you doing? You got a hustle? Put me on.”
“Painting this kid.”
“The one who shot himself? That’s dope. It’s going to be a gift for his mom?”
“His mom? No. She umm…”
“Oh, it’s a surprise? She don’t know yet? What you going to do with it?”
“You’ll see. Someone has to do something.”
At home she primed the canvas, tested colors. She did a small one in the afternoon and then
they got bigger. The sharpness of his eyes slipped through her fingers as quickly as she could dab the
irises but by the third canvas, the hue of sunlight she settled on revealed a new expression in them,
and by the fourth he looked elegant, regal even. She could feel herself getting closer to capturing
him as a tragic figure.
Reg came by later. He walked into her room without knocking. She noticed the intrusion,
but she didn’t stop painting. He picked up a pad and flipped through the studies— Kris’s hands on
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one page, his eyes, and nose alone on others. After the studies, Ola had tried her hand at a few
abstractions: Kris chopped up in geometric figures layered in oil and acrylic.
“I want that one,” Reg said, fingering the lines of Kris’s broken arms.
“You’ll have to talk to my agent.” Ola didn’t look up.
Reg laughed. “You got people now? Ok. How about this? I’ll get my agent to set you up
with a show. We’re gonna sell these. This not for your little class assignments.”
He said one of the largest would sell for no less than a grand. If she sold two that would be
more money than she’d ever made at once. She’d spent a lot on the supplies and the cash could
help. This was the kind of risk she needed to take. No one in her program had ever had a real gallery
show. This was bigger than Deanna now and the sooner Deanna realized that and got on with her
life, the better.
They scheduled the show for the beginning of fall. At school, Ola didn’t tell anyone that
Deanna wasn’t on board, but no one asked. They would have all called Deanna crazy anyway. Now
that Ola was getting big Deanna could have had more opportunities to profit off of Kris, but, of
course, no one at the school would use the word “profit;” they would say something like “tell his
story,” not mentioning the fact that his story was crafted after he was no longer around to have a say
in it, but Ola buried the thought. There was so much to get ready for the opening.
It was called “Dead Boy.” The flyers, which had graffiti tag font, were posted on campus, in
the shop, in laundromats, hair salons, and barbershops. Ola and Reg did interviews with all of the
free magazines and, thanks to Reg’s connections, Ola’s “Dead Boy” even got press in a few major
art zines. Only a local blog that interviewed Ola included a statement that Deanna, the dead boy’s
mother, couldn’t be reached. Ola wanted Deanna to see the paintings, the write-up of Kris’s life the
gallery had done along with statements on bullying, and be so touched she would forgive the fact
that all of it had taken place without her consent.
The store window was busted open a week before the opening. The shirt was gone. Deanna
didn’t know who threw the brick, but she was glad someone out there saw things her way. Reg
wouldn’t press charges about the vandalism— the t-shirt didn’t mean that much to him— which his
lawyers called to let her know, talking to her like she was a child.
“I don't know anything about that, but call my phone again, my lawyer will pick up.”
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The tiny shards of glass that covered the sidewalk outside of the store inspired Ola. She
sketched Kris disfigured and broken among glass and bullet holes, splattered with blood, while she
worked her shift. Reg loved it, claiming the controversy would add to the show’s appeal. He wanted
her to add the new pieces to the show. He said the splattered paint reminded him of a new
technique he wanted to show her. They watched videos of an artist fixing a nail to her knuckles and
busting open spray paint cans, the released pressure causing a violent spray of paint. He wanted Ola
to do it at the show. The paint would spurt over Kris’s face on a canvas they’d have prepared in
advance, but the audience would think it was a spontaneous act of creativity. It would be something
of a performance piece. That night Ola practiced in the alley behind the shop. She took a nail and
aimed at a can. It took ten tries before she worked up enough force to penetrate and control her
fear of stabbing her own hand. The color splashed out and hit the wall in angry gushes. She thought
of Kris’ face. Why couldn’t he just fit in? Why did he go and kill himself? Hadn’t he let the bullies
win? She thought of Deanna being stupid and stubborn enough to miss out on the platform that
Ola was giving her. She thought of the TV crew ignoring her while they exploited her creation.
She tried to call Deanna again. Her lawyer answered. Deanna was suing the TV company
and she would go after the shop next. As for the TV show, she had agreed to be interviewed, not to
being the front cover of the show. As for the shop, the tee in the window was insensitive. She did
not understand when she gave them her business the possibility of her image being used that way.
She did not understand how much profit would be made or that she would not see a penny of it.
Deanna took the phone from the attorney.
“All these people out here making money from Kris’s face. I’m not seeing a penny. Now you
too?”
“Is that what it’s about? Money?”
“You know good and well that’s not what it’s about.”
“You should just come to the show. See what I’ve done for his story.”
“You sound just like them, you know that?”
“Like who?” Ola said, but Deanna had already given the phone back to the lawyer. He said
that Deanna was proceeding with a restraining order against her, but Ola was tuning out. Maybe
Deanna would hear her if she yelled.
“Like who?” She shouted into the phone. “This is my art! Like who?” The lawyer hung up.
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Reg said the cease and desist they sent to the gallery was a joke. The gallery agreed, saying
they should have known better: artistic renderings are creative expressions, and the fact that Deanna
had given the image to the shop weakened her case. She should also be careful, they added, because
they knew she was behind the vandalism. Ola doubted that part but she nodded hard in agreement,
determined to believe them.
Picketers surrounded the opening. They held signs: “STOP EXPLOITING BLACK PAIN”
“OUR GRIEF IS NOT YOUR ART” “JUSTICE FOR KRIS” “LET DEANNA BE!” Ola was the
target. No one mentioned the TV show. She wanted to yell back to the protesters to come inside
and experience her art before they passed judgment, that they were on the same team, that she
wasn’t the enemy. But she kept silent and entered the gallery from the backdoor.
There was no room to breathe. Everywhere she looked people eyed Kris’s disfigured face.
At the end of the first hour, Reg showed up and parted the crowd like he was manning a battle. Ola
stepped forward and presented her hand. He affixed the nail to her knuckles. She took her place and
prostrated herself in front of a canvas. She had never done that before but something about the
audience, the protesters outside, and the energy of the media buzz made her feel dramatic. Her body
trembled. She felt as if she was an ancient timeless Goddess kneeling by a river. Her torso felt long
like Nina Simone sitting at a piano. She was a humble vessel praying to her instrument. She raised
her arm and with her full strength did the motion she had practiced. This time though, she let out a
wail as she brought down her fist and collided with the can. Ripples of paint burst out. The paint
covered Kris. She was a Black woman Pollack. The audience gasped and broke into applause. The
first piece was complete in twenty minutes and was on offer for $500,000. It was more than anyone
in her family besides Reg had ever made. It sold in minutes.
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“Spray” — Judith Skillman
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Danika Stegeman LeMay

Heart Rate Cento
in the construction of the chest there is a heart
and I am aware of my heart: it opens and closes
its bowl of red blooms out of sheer love of me
I cannot heave my heart into my mouth
of the heart they say too much the heart the heart
I’m terrified at the moral apathy–the death of the
heart–which is happening here in my country
to further compromise an already compromised heart
a heart that’s full up like a landfill
deep in the heart of the land
look into the dark heart and you will see what the dark eats
other than your heart
the actual heart is an ugly machine
it doesn’t stir the heart like a true wild rose
admit that the heart, though not useless, lacks the thing needed
for some miracles
I had a friend whose heart was too heavy to hold,
yes there’s blood on the median like a boat without oars
nobody broke your heart, you broke your own
Heart Rate Variability is shaped by trauma
oh yeah I, I got a heart of darkness
won’t you feel for me from your heart
there in your heart something that’s never changing
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it’s time to decide while my heart mourns
I sit heart-stricken at the bloom
in between a heart and home
today I will say my fears into a molting bag
and let them mean away in there as doom means doom
and love means love when I’m waiting here
calibrating my heart
I found your beating heart half-buried in the woods
yardsale heart just like mine
i carry your heart with me(i carry it in my heart)
crowned in our sins, velvet hearts
and you kept us awake with wolves’ teeth
sharing different heartbeats
lay your head where my heart used to be
and I will remove the heart of stone from your flesh
and give you a heart of flesh
heart we will forget
some relaxed uncondescending stranger,
the heart’s release, and while the fireflies are failing
to illuminate these nightmare trees
leave my heart down by the water
SOURCES:

Robert Creeley “The Heart;” Sylvia Plath “Tulips;” William Shakespeare King Lear; George Oppen “Res Publica: ‘The
Poets Lie’;” James Baldwin “A Conversation with James Baldwin;” Eric Nelson–defense attorney in the trial of Derek
Chauvin; Radiohead “No Surprises;” Kid Dakota “Age of Roaches;” C.D. Wright One With Others; Hanif Abdurraqib
“Lights Out Tonight, Trouble in the Heartland;” Harryette Mullen Urban Tumbleweed; Reginald Dwayne Betts “Mural for
the Heart;” At the Drive-In “Ebroglio;” Elliott Smith “Alameda;” Bessel van der Kolk The Body Keeps the Score;
Sparklehorse “Heart of Darkness;” Blonde Redhead “Elephant Woman;” George Harrison, “Love Comes to Everyone;”
Autolux “Anonymous;” Shannon Lay “Evil Eye;” Li Bai “Ch’Ang-Kan Village Song;” Chistopher DeWeese “The
Valley;” Zachary Schomburg “I Found Your Beating Heart Half-Buried;” Lenguas Largas “Yardsale Heart;” e.e.
cummings “i carry your heart with me(i carry in my heart);” Sun Yung Shin “명 부 쩐 – 冥 府 殿 Myeongbujeon, the
Hall of the Underworld;” The Knife “Heartbeats;” Tom Waits “Green Grass;” Ezekiel 36:26; Emily Dickinson “Heart,
we will forget him;” Elizabeth Bishop “While Someone Telephones;” Mazzy Star “Bells Ring.”
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All the Trees Are Dead Inside

for Angie Mazakis
In dreams you leave without me. All the trees are dead inside.
We slipstream through derelict casinos drenched red inside.
Insert velvet rope, clouds of smoke, strobe lights, atmospheric
dream pop. I swallow a bird. The bird carries thread inside.
Ruby-throated like a ribcage, the walls pulse to say we’re
in a passage, and passages are for letting inside.
I’m cut for giving. I gather you’re cut for distance.
In my defense, I fabricate wounds to shed my insides.
When you fragment into countable shards, your double steps
in like the world can’t go on without you folded inside.
Halo-dark antibody, heat-dim, adrift in sleep, words
echo from your other-mouth, straw-stuffed and mangled inside.
My name’s a morning star; I break the dawn luminous. I
dream you a forest. I dream you these lines and lead you inside.
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